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Greetings to
our CiTi-ZEN
readers!
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“i ” is for Ireka

Much seems to have happened in the Group since the last issue. Uppermost in the
mind is the reminder that Ireka celebrates 45 years of being in the building and
construction business, and in that time we have helped to meet residential and
commercial property demands in towns, cities and suburban areas in Malaysia and
Vietnam.
It therefore gives me pleasure to announce three forthcoming developments - Kasia
Greens homes in Nilai (50km outside Kuala Lumpur) and serviced residences and
a hotel at the Kia Peng @ KLCC project in downtown Kuala Lumpur (this is a joint
venture with Aseana Properties Limited). Further afield, in Ho Chi Minh City, Ireka is
the development manager for an International Hi-Tech Healthcare Park (IHHP),
Vietnam’s first and only premier integrated international healthcare development.
You can read more about these in the magazine.
The feature article on safety and security reminds us to be more aware and vigilant
in regards to protection from crime, at a time when there is growing concern with
personal safety and the safety of our homes and businesses. Top Malaysian security
advisor, Richard Dimmick offers valuable insights into keeping safe and security issues.
That our staff’s efforts have done so much for others continues to delight and humble.
IREKA CARES, our CSR programme adopted its third children’s home in July, Rumah
Kanak-Kanak Angels, and it is exciting that the whole initiative goes from strength to
strength.
Finally, this being the last issue of 2012, I would like to thank all CiTi-ZEN readers for
your support in the year and will sign off wishing you and your loved ones good cheer
for the Christmas festive season and to continue living life large in 2013.
Cheers,

Lai Voon Hon
President / CEO
Ireka Development Management Sdn Bhd

Printed on forest-friendly paper.
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Who’s In and Who’s Out?
Community Safety is
Everyone’s Responsibility
Crime has such an impact on our lives whether at a national or
personal level. Nationally, it could impact Malaysia’s efforts to attract
talent to deal with its skills shortage and personally, the emotional
impact of a crime can be long-lasting and even life changing.

Community safety is feeling safe and secure inside your own
home, at work or when you are out and about.
It simply means:
• preventing crime and the opportunity for it to happen
• creating safe communities for residents and visitors
• working together to reduce crime, anti-social behaviour
and the fear of crime.
The many stories we hear and read about the number of crimes
from petty theft, bag snatchings to quite violent assaults for
our personal belongings are causing people to feel insecure.
This follows a particular high-profile crime involving the
kidnapping of 12-year old school boy Nayati Moodliar in
broad daylight on his way to school in Mont’ Kiara in May,
sparking heated debates over public safety. Public safety is
the hottest discussion topic around and the strength of social
media in spreading news of crime incidences fuels this. There
is no doubt that these stories must be taken seriously but we
must also realise that areas like Mont’ Kiara, Kuala Lumpur are
safe places to live in.
The i-ZEN brand, founded on, and driven by six basic principles
has Security at its core. This means designing safety and
security features into their developments with for example,
panic alarms in the individual apartments that feed directly
to the guard control room and permanent (24/7) CCTV
cameras placed in the covered public walkway from the
i-ZEN@Kiara I and i-ZEN@Kiara II condominiums. SENI Mont’
Kiara hosted a security discussion, with a Q&A session, for all
i-ZEN residents in May this year to create awareness on public
safety with ASP Muniandy, Senior Investigation Officer from
District Police Headquarter, Brickfields.

Security consultant and expert, Richard Dimmick from
GDSS, the largest security consultants in Malaysia with
many years of working with major developers, including
Ireka Corporation Berhad speaks frankly about community
safety. Firmly believing that security is fundamentally
all about real, physical safety and the perception of
safety, developers are therefore obligated to design
for both factors. In other words, people have to be safe
and to feel safe. Security is an integral part of the design
and landscaping processes so where architects place
paths, car parks and how they design lighting should all
avoid making life easier for criminals. According to Mr
Dimmick, “Criminals will look harder at how to get out of a
development than how to get in, so a strong exit procedure
is a great deterrent because it dramatically increases the
risk of discovery”
Most residences now have good security systems and
security guards are an important, visible deterrent.
However they are only as good as the security procedures
deployed – i.e. the procedures for entering and exiting
residences; how well trained the guards are to operate
sophisticated security systems; how well respected (and
treated) the guards are by residents, visitors and the
management body and so on. Therefore registering our
entries and exits into residences should be considered a
mild inconvenience and not a major irritation!
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Discussion on public safety and security at
SENI Mont’ Kiara in May 2012

Mr Dimmick sees most crime in Malaysia as being opportunistic
(e.g. car window smashing or bag snatching) and provides a
very important message that is all about risk versus return.
If the risk is higher than the return, the criminal will turn his/
her attention elsewhere. For example, bag snatching or
smashing car windows are common crime reports so reduce
the return by not making our valuables so obviously visible
whether when walking around or in the car – reduce the
return by not offering the criminal any reason. Mr Dimmick
also says, “crime is not random, it is targeted so don’t present
them with opportunity. Always think crime prevention.”
Mont’ Kiara is a wonderful place to live in and it is as safe as
any other district in Kuala Lumpur. However, as with anywhere
else, it makes sense to take a few practical precautions to
reduce any risk of becoming a victim of crime. These can
keep you safe, giving you the confidence to get out and
about.

Tips for personal safety:
1. Make sure you are seen and can be seen. If you can see around
you and be seen by others, there is less chance of a crime
occurring.
2. Keep valuables out of sight to reduce attention from the
criminals.
3. Plan withdrawing money from ATM machines before starting
to shop rather than at the end of a shopping trip because
the thief will soon tire of following you around a mall but
you will provide rich pickings at the end of a shopping trip,
walking to the car or taxi.
4. Stay alert – If you are chatting on your mobile phone or
wearing a personal stereo, you will not hear potential danger
approaching.
5. Plan ahead. Before you go out, think about how you are
going to get home.
6. In taxis, sit in the back of the car and be careful not to give
out any personal details to or in front of the driver. Trust your
instincts – If you are at all worried, ask the taxi driver to stop
in a busy area and get out of the car. If the driver refuses to
stop, use a mobile (if you have one) to call the police and
alert other drivers and pedestrians by waving or calling out
the window.
7. If you are drinking alcohol, be careful not to let it affect your
judgment or your ability to take care of yourself. Know your
limit. Stay with your friends – or at least always make sure
that someone you trust knows where you are and who you
are with at all times.
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Tips for home owners :
1. Inform the Management Office or security manager
before leaving your property unoccupied, especially
for long periods.

5. Get to know your neighbours. They are usually the first
ones to notice when something does not “look right”
at your home. Look out for each other.

2. Remove temptation and where possible, try to keep
valuables out of sight from windows. Most crimes are
opportunistic so if the criminal cannot see anything
worth taking they normally look for another opportunity.

6. When travelling, make sure there is someone to check
on your home to collect mail and tell-tale signs that you
are away. Put a timer on some lights so that the lights
come on a few times at night to give the impression
that you are home.

3. Most break-ins are through the front or rear door,
wherever possible use solid timber doors fitted with a
security chain and peephole. Never hide keys to your
home outside.
4. Use an additional blocking device to sliding glass doors.
Windows are often less attended to than doors, so check
them routinely throughout your home.

The last word goes to security expert, Richard Dimmick
who says, “At the end of the day, we should all be
involved in our own security because crime prevention
is a personal responsibility and not a corporate one.”

To report a crime or in any emergency, please call 999.
The police station in Mont’ Kiara (Jalan Kiara) is a branch
office. They deal with reports on losses, thefts and
personal attacks. For police emergencies, the branch
office will refer matters to the main district office in
Brickfields (03 6203 2071).
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Forging ahead with property
development - Nilai and
Kia Peng @ KLCC projects
For 45 years, Ireka has been undertaking developments and projects that create
a wholesome living for everyone. From building comfortable homes, efficient
office buildings, luxurious hotels, visitor-friendly malls, an international healthcare
park and more, Ireka strives to continuously upgrade the quality of life through
various lifestyle-driven, integrated developments locally and overseas.
The theme of this year’s 45th anniversary - “Passion for Excellence”, speaks volume
for Ireka’s reputation and track record in value-appreciating properties. As Ireka
recognises the importance of developing projects that matter to the people,
the team conceptualizes ideas that work and brings them to fruition. As 2012
draws to a close, let us focus on two projects that will be launched in the last
quarter of the year - Kasia Greens in Nilai and Kia Peng @ KLCC.

2-Storey Terrace Home

Nilai is a town 50 kilometres from Kuala Lumpur and only 20
minutes from the Kuala Lumpur International Airport (KLIA).
An ideal suburban lifestyle will be offered by the 142 twoand three- storey terraced (86) and Superlink (56) homes to
be built on the 17 acres of freehold land. The spacious homes
designed by world-class architects will provide a low-density,
serene living environment for families wishing to escape
the hustle and bustle of city life. Kasia Greens also offers its
own 3.5 acres of secure, beautifully landscaped park area
with a playground and jogging track providing a greener
and serene environment. The show village will be ready for
viewing by the end of January 2013 and the Kasia Greens
residential project, aimed at the mid-market segment of
either first-time buyers or those wishing to upgrade their
homes is expected to be completed within 24 months.

3-Storey Superlink Home
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Ireka is at an advanced planning stage for a boutique
hotel and 200-unit serviced residences project at Jalan
Kia Peng, which is adjacent to the KLCC Convention
Centre. This is a joint venture project between Ireka
Corporation Berhad and Aseana Properties Ltd. Kia Peng
@ KLCC comprises a 43- storey high building with 263
boutique hotel suites and 200 serviced apartments within
walking distance of Kuala Lumpur’s key landmarks.
The residence component will serve the niche market
for smaller, luxurious residential units, 80% of which
are 878sq ft and 906sq ft. The boutique hotel, which is
designed to cater to business and leisure travellers, will
be sold on a sale-and-leaseback basis and managed
by an international hotel operator. The hotel will occupy
Levels 6 – 18 and the serviced residences, Levels 19 – 37.

Construction is expected to begin at the end of 2012 and
will take approximately 4 years to complete. The project is
designed to comply with the Green Building Index (GBI, Gold)
to reduce the overall impact to the environment and its
surroundings. Some of the green features include a vertical
green facade wall and a 2m high green zone perimeter.
The launch date is expected to be in November 2012.
For more information on both these projects and to register
your interest, contact the Sales Team at Ireka on 03 6203 0020
or email to sales_enquiry@ireka.com.my.
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The One And Only Modern
Harbour Mall, Sandakan
Opens For Business

Sandakan, the second-largest city in Sabah, East Malaysia,
on the north-eastern coast of Borneo was the former capital
of British North Borneo and is today known as the gateway for
ecotourism destinations in Malaysia, with attractions such as
the Sepilok Orang Utan Rehabilitation Centre, the Rainforest
Discovery Centre, Turtle Islands Park, Kinabatangan River
and Gomantong Caves.
So when the Harbour Mall Sandakan opened on July 16th,
it already bore the hallmarks of an iconic destination in
Sandakan’s increasingly impressive repertoire. Following the
runaway success of the Four Points by Sheraton Hotel, opened
in the May, Sandakan’s first true shopping centre opened to
much fanfare and applause. Thousands of curious locals
and tourists lined the roads opposite the mall entrance,
where the flag-raising ceremony and inaugural speeches
were held; it is safe to say that many were impressed with the
mall’s modern facilities.
With internationally renowned brands such as the Body Shop
and Levi’s sharing the same space as local brands such as
Parkwell and AZA Jewellery, the mall ensures a seasoned
retail experience while at the same time not failing to offer
opportunities for fledgling local businesses – the perfect
foundation for an up-and-coming town.
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The mall is designed to offer vibrant products - the latest fashion,
home products, entertainment and the finest food. The food court,
Selera Sandakan offers multiple choices of Malaysian delicacies
available throughout the day. The Piazza has become the newest
Sandakan landmark and so far Harbour Mall Sandakan has not
failed to attract visitors daily, especially at the weekends with its
variety of activities such as a PC Fair, the Sandakan Property &
Consumer Fair and Auto Show, Astro Radio Road Show, the Sabah
Idol and the AEON Bonanza Fair 2012.
More product demonstrations and trade shows are lined up for
the coming months such as a luxury cars road show, bridal fair
and the Malaysia Book of Records attempt by one of the primary
schools in Sandakan. So why not experience what Sandakan and
the new Harbour Mall has to offer for yourselves?
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“Malaysian Art Boleh”
SENI Gallery Hosts
Tanah Air Group Exhibition
Marjonid’s Berinchang collection utilising minute brushwork
in order to capture the mysterious element of Malaysia’s
jungles, while Fong’s affection for his childhood farm life
in rural Kedah shines through in his Padi and Lotus series of
artwork. Durulaman on the other hand chose to explore the
philosophy of Malaysian life through the subject of boats and
their association with journeys and the livelihood of many
rural communities.
As the only sculptor in the group, Wahid displayed his fascination
with lines as a metaphor for men and nature’s relationship
through his Visualisation of Lines series of sculptures with the
snakelike single piece taking centre space in the exhibition.
On the 28th of July, the Art Salon @ SENI Gallery hosted a
group exhibition ‘Tanah Air’, which means “Homeland”. The
exhibition featured local professional and emerging artists,
each showcasing their unique and abstract perspective of
Malaysia through art. The exhibition featured artists Johan
Marjonid, Zaim Durulaman, Fong Kim Sing, Faizal Suhif, Azli
Wahid, Nizam Abdullah and Gary Lim, who also headed and
organised the event.
All of the participating artists were experienced exhibiters,
a fact reiterated by the technical quality of the artwork on
display. The artworks themselves spanned media such as oil
and acrylic paint, as well as hydro cement sculptures – all
designed to capture an aspect of the country through the
eyes of the artist.
Nature in particular was a clear theme present in several
of the artists’ works such as Marjonid and Fong. Both chose
to depict the unique natural environment of Malaysia, with

Furthermore, artists Lim, Faizal and Abdullah chose a more
abstract route in their artwork. Lim’s colourful splashes
conveyed a nation of freedom and joy, while Nizam
attempted to encapsulate the fundamental spirit of men’s
interaction with nature through his contemporary geometric
depictions. Lastly Faizal, heralded as one of the most promising
young artists in Malaysia, rounded off the exhibition with his
conceptual artworks that aimed to portray memories of his
father – a farmer.
Not only on show that evening was the talent of local artists,
but also the propensity for SENI’s gallery itself to feature
professional and high-end exhibitions. The artists praised the
generous wall space and adjustable lighting provided by the
room’s architecture, which allowed for creative exhibition
layouts for their artworks. The SENI Gallery has played an
important part in providing a platform in which Malaysian
artists can nurture and develop the burgeoning art scene.
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i-ZEN Privileges
The i-ZEN Privilege Card 2011 – 2012 expires in December.
We would like to take this opportunity to express our sincere appreciation
to all our i-ZEN merchant partners for their support and participation in the
i-ZEN Privilege Card for 2011 - 2012.

i-ZEN Privilege Card 2013 – 2014
For the year ahead, we will be distributing the new i-ZEN Privilege Card in
December. Please notify us of any change of address and send your new
details to Kelly Yap at kaklai.yap@ireka.com.my
The new i-ZEN card 2013/14 is designed with a ‘Touch n Go’ feature exclusively
for you. We look forward to introducing more new merchant partners offering
different privileges and benefits to you. A new booklet setting out the merchants
and use of the card will be distributed with the new card.
We cordially invite all i-ZEN cardholders to take advantage of the
privileges available to you and re-discover the benefits of the new
i-ZEN Privilege Card (effective from January 2013 to December 2014).

<<<
Scan here for
information on
privileges

For more information, contact Kelly Yap, Customer Relations on
+603 6411 6388 (ext. 6880) or email to enquiry@i-zen.com.my

The i-ZEN Privilege Card gives you access
to exclusive offers at your favourite spots.
SHOPPING

BEAUTY & WELLNESS

HOME & DECOR

DINING

C U LT U R E

T R AV E L
E D U C AT I O N

H E A LT H C A R E

Keep an eye out for more lifestyle brands in our forthcoming issues.
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IREKA CARES makes a start at
Rumah Kanak-Kanak Angels
It is now well established that part of the Ireka culture also centres on giving back
to the communities in which the company operates and it has been a strong
proponent of corporate social responsibility (CSR); and has made sure that Irekians
can stand tall in this arena. The CSR programme for Ireka is more than just doling out
money, for it knows that it can make a real and immediate difference by sharing in
the responsibility of promoting wellbeing amongst the children they support.
Rumah Kanak-Kanak Angels with its 12 children ranging from 7 – 15 years old is IREKA
CARES’ third consecutive adopted home and the theme this year is Recreation. The
new Action Committee has led the way in recruiting volunteers and planning a series
of activities with the children throughout the year. The Home was set up 8 years ago
by a small group of committed individuals who wanted to provide refuge to children
whose lives had been disrupted by family problems arising from poverty, drug and
alcohol misuse; and to rescue them from abandonment.

IREKA CARES kicked off their support to Rumah
Kanak-Kanak Angels for the year ahead with a
housewarming event in July where the volunteers
and children introduced themselves to one another.
Chan Chee Kian, Director of Strategy & Corporate
Development at Ireka and a key member of the
IREKA CARES steering committee said how proud
the company was to be involved in the Home and
wished everyone well for another exciting year
ahead with the plethora of activities planned.
The first activity with the children at Rumah KanakKanak Angels was held at the end of August. Building
on the importance the Home places on education,
volunteers organised a Board Games Challenge
à la Amazing Race for every child to participate in.
Supported by the volunteers, the children worked
in teams trying to beat the clock. The children
enjoyed the challenges set for them and a good
time was had by all.
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i-ZEN Property Market News
Featured i-ZEN Property:

SENI Mont’ Kiara poolside

ONE Real Estate Services

Market Commentary on Mont’ Kiara

One Real Estate Sdn Bhd (ORE) is a fully fledged real estate
consultancy firm registered with the Board of Valuers,
Appraisers and Estate Agents, Malaysia offering:

The current property climate in Mont’ Kiara is a mixed one.
In general, a more challenging market for the large luxury
condominium units especially for the fourth quarter of 2012 is
expected. The slowdown is due to an over-supply in the local
market of the larger condominium properties particularly in
the sub-sales market. Property prices however remain relatively
attractive even with the new launching of condominiums
in the area. In addition, the Loan to Value 70% policy and
financial tightening by banks have also softened the secondary
market activities.

Real Estate Investment Advice, Corporate Real Estate, Project
Marketing & Consultancy, Development Consultancy &
Research, Transaction Management (Lettings & Sub-sales)
and Valuations services.
Its business focuses on the Kuala Lumpur districts of
Mont’ Kiara, Sri Hartamas, Bangsar, Damansara Heights,
Bukit Tunku and KLCC.

Other Services
Apart from estate agency, ORE also provides Lease
Management Services (under our sister company, One
Asset Management Sdn Bhd) to assist owners to manage
their properties. The scope of this agency includes:
a) Managing the collection of rentals from tenants and
making payments on behalf of owners on service
charges, general upkeep and maintenance costs;
b) Providing monthly reports and statement of accounts
and photos indicating general condition of the property
when requested by owners;
c) Providing maintenance and cleaning services as
required or instructed;
d) Checking in and checking out of tenants;
e) Acting as the owner’s liaison for complaints or requests
from tenant; and
f) Administering the terms and conditions of the tenancy
agreement.

However, sub-sale prices at SENI Mont’ Kiara (I-ZEN’s latest
development) remain competitive and range from RM618 psf
to RM770 psf, whilst rentals range from RM2.77 psf to RM3.53
psf. Gross yield for SENI Mont’ Kiara ranges from 5.12 % p.a. to
5.66 % p.a., which is in-line with the current rates performed by
most luxury condominiums in Kuala Lumpur. Below is the range
of the current rentals and sub-sales properties in SENI Mont’ Kiara:
Selected Sub-Sales Asking/Transaction
Size
(sq.ft.)

Sub-Sale
(RM)

2,347
2,411
2,906
3,451

1.45M - 1.65M
1.64M - 1.86M
1.80M - 2.10M
2.20M - 2.65M

Sub-Sale
Rental*
(RM psf) (RM per month)
618 - 703
680 - 770
619 - 723
621 - 748

6,500 - 7,500
7,000 - 8,500
8,500 - 9,000
10,000 - 12,000

Rental
(RM psf)

Rental
(RM psf)

2.77 - 3.20
2.90 - 3.53
2.92 - 3.27
2.82 - 3.39

2.77 - 3.20
2.90 - 3.53
2.92 - 3.27
2.82 - 3.39

*Both furnished and unfurnished.

For more details, contact :
Joyce Tan : +6012 – 624 6074 / joyce.tan@onere.com.my
Danny Lai : +6012 – 324 0088 / danny.lai@onere.com.my
Or contact +603 – 6203 6688 or enquiries@onere.com.my
And, for more details about Seni Mont’ Kiara, check out
www.senimontkiara.com.my

For further enquiries, kindly contact Chester Tan at
chester.tan@oneam.com.my or on +603 – 6203 6688
or +603 – 6204 0699.

M-2, Kiara II, No. 1, Jalan Kiara, Mont’ Kiara, 50480 Kuala Lumpur
Tel : +603.6203.6688 Leasing & Sale : +603.6204.0699 / +6012. 209.9969
Fax : +603.6203.6868
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Construction Update

The International Hi-Tech Healthcare Park (IHHP) is Vietnam’s first
and only premier integrated international healthcare development
featuring a complete and fully integrated healthcare environment
for patients and medical professionals alike.
IHHP is being developed by Hoa Lam-Shangri-La Healthcare
Limited Liability Company (‘Hoa Lam-Shangri-La’) - a partnership
between Aseana Properties Limited, an associate company of
Ireka Corporation Berhad and the Hoa Lam Group of Vietnam.
The whole IHHP project comprises of four components which
include healthcare facilities (i.e. hospitals, medical suites,
laboratory and research centres); residential and commercial
facilities like apartments, shopping mall and serviced apartments;
educational facilities such as a nursing college, kindergarten
and international school; and community facilities including a
residents’ clubhouse, hotel and convention centre.
The IHHP project, covering an area of approximately 37.6 acres
(expected to be fully completed by 2018), will address the
current shortage of world class, comprehensive healthcare
services and facilities in Ho Chi Minh City and the surrounding
region, serving an estimated population of 10 million people.
The City International Hospital (CIH) is the first hospital to be
developed within the IHHP, with a capacity of 320 beds thus
making it one of the largest international standard private
hospitals in Ho Chi Minh City. ParkwayHealth, Asia’s leading
and largest private healthcare providers has been entrusted
to manage the hospital marking CIH as the first hospital in
Vietnam under the ParkwayHealth brand name. The hospital
will be operational from 2013.

///

KL Sentral Office Towers and Hotel
There are 2 buildings to the KL Sentral Office Towers – Tower 1 has
been completed and Tower 2 was completed in September
2012. The handover of vacant possession will take place in
November 2012. Towers 1 and 2 are strategically located
within walking distance of KL’s railway hub, Sentral Station
thus attracting business travellers and tourists alike.
The adjacent hotel, Aloft Kuala Lumpur Sentral is to be
completed by December 2012 and the opening is targeted
for March 2013. Aloft is part of the prestigious Starwood
Group and this is the first Aloft hotel to operate in Malaysia.
Comprising of 482 guestrooms, the hotel offers modern
facilities for travellers with a panoramic view of Kuala Lumpur
from the roof level Mai Bar as a bonus.
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i is for Ireka
Founded in 1967 by Mr Lai Siew Wah,
Ireka Corporation Berhad (‘Ireka’) was
listed on Bursa Malaysia on 12 July 1993.
Today, the Group’s current activities are
divided into three core businesses:
Infrastructure, Real Estate and Technologies.

undertake further property development
activities in Malaysia and to begin new ones
in Vietnam. Ireka’s wholly-owned subsidiary,
Ireka Development Management Sdn Bhd,
has been appointed as the exclusive
Development Manager for Aseana.

Its distinguished over 40-year track record
includes the construction of the Kuala Lumpur
International Airport runway, sections of the
Kuala Lumpur Middle-Ring Road II and NorthSouth Expressway, Putrajaya Government
Administrative Offices, OCBC Head Office,
Wisma AIG, DiGi Corporate Office (D’House),
Technology Park Malaysia and The Westin
Kuala Lumpur. The Group also previously
developed and managed The Westin
Kuala Lumpur, winner of multiple regional
and international awards.

Ireka created the much celebrated i-ZEN
brand of luxury properties, continuing to
raise the bar for contemporary high-end
designs in our developments, striving to
meet the needs of our customers at all
time so that they can live in homes they
desire. The essence of i-ZEN is embodied
in the 6S Principles of STYLE, SERVICE,
SECURITY, SOPHISTICATION, SOUL and
SUSTAINABILITY. These are demonstrated
in all i-ZEN properties.

Within its Real Estate business, Ireka
successfully initiated the listing of a property
company, Aseana Properties Limited
(‘Aseana’), on the London Stock Exchange
on 5 April 2007, paving the way for Ireka to

In Malaysia, current property development
projects managed by Ireka Development
Management include Sandakan Harbour
Square (Phase 3 and 4). Some of the
completed projects undertaken by Ireka
previously include SENI Mont’ Kiara, Tiffani

by i-ZEN, 1 Mont’ Kiara, i-ZEN@Villa Aseana,
i-ZEN@Kiara I, i-ZEN@Kiara II, Luyang Perdana
(Kota Kinabalu) and Sandakan Harbour
Square (Phase 1 & 2).
In Vietnam, aside from strategic minority
equity stake in Vietnam developer,
Nam Long Investment Corporation, it is
also involved in the International Hi-Tech
Healthcare Park (an integrated medicalthemed development), and high-end
residential developments in District 7 and 9
of Ho Chi Minh City.
In 2003, Ireka expanded into Information
Technology, setting up a primary networking
and systems integration company, i-Tech
Network Solutions Sdn Bhd. i-Tech provides
customised IT infrastructure solutions and
co-location services in Malaysia and Vietnam.
The company has strong alliances with
international IT principals such as IBM, Juniper
and Schneider Electric. In 2011, i-Tech
and IBM co-develop SAFEHOUSE, a green
data centre to offer co-location services.

The i-ZEN brand is founded on and driven by six basic principles that ensure its customers’ highest expectations are met.
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ABSOLUTE
CHIC
Crisp and contemporary with Mondrianinspired design of pure lines and primary forms
for perfect balance. This sleek tower stands 42
storeys high, with 263 boutique hotel suites
and only 200 units of serviced residence.
Blended with the charming greens and vibrancy
of Kuala Lumpur, igniting allurement of luxury
and hospitality.

POSH
LOCALE
Experience cosmopolitan living at the heart
of the Kuala Lumpur city centre. Eloquently
located at the crossroads of downtown Bukit
Bintang shopping district and the quiet, affluent
mansion neighbourhood of Kia Peng. An address
of two refined worlds.

FREEHOLD. Register now at i-ZEN.com.my or call +603.6203.0020
Developed by :

Urban DNA Sdn Bhd (879095-H)

A Joint Venture between :

and

The information contained herein is subject to change without notification as may be required by the relevant authorities or the developer’s architect and cannot form a part of an offer or contract.
Whilst every care has been taken in providing this information, the owner, developer and managers cannot be held liable for variations. All illustrations and pictures are artist impressions only.
The items are subject to variations, modifications and substitutions as may be recommended by the Company’s Architect and/or relevant Approving Authorities.

